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Dictionary Tutorial-French Example 

www.wordreference.com 

This is a great online dictionary that not only provides translation but also example phrases and 

sentences to identify context.  

This online dictionary also has a great online conjugator for checking regular and irregular verb 

forms.  

 To use any online dictionary, be sure to read through all examples of the word or phrase: 

What are you looking for? A noun? A verb? A colloquialism? For example, you want to 

say, “I was going to fall down”, but you need to know the word for “fall” in French. After  

you have typed in the word “fall” in the translator, you are given this description: 

Concise Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary © 2009 Oxford University Press: 

fall /fɔːl/ ➡ SEASONS 

I. noun 
1. lit gen chute f ( from de); 

(of snow, hail) chutes fpl; 
(of earth, soot) éboulement m; 

(of axe, hammer, dice) coup m; 
a heavy ~ of rain une grosse averse; 

to have a ~ faire une chute, tomber; 

2. (in temperature, shares, production, demand, quality, popularity) baisse f ( inde); 
(more drastic) chute f ( in de); 

a ~ in value une dépréciation; 

3. (of leader, regime, town) chute f; 
(of monarchy) renversement m; 

(of seat) perte f; 
the government's ~ from power la chute du gouvernement; 

4. ~ from grace ou favour disgrâce f; 

5. US (autumn) automne m; 

III. intransitive verb (prét fell; pp fallen) 

1. (come down) tomber; 
to ~ 10 metres tomber de 10 mètres; 
to ~ from ou out of tomber de (boat, nest, bag, hands); 

to ~ off ou from tomber de (chair, table, roof, bike, wall); 
to ~ on tomber sur (person, town); 

to ~ in ou into tomber dans (bath, river); 
to ~ down tomber dans (hole, stairs); 

to ~ under tomber sous (table); 

passer sous (bus, train); 
to ~ through passer à travers (ceiling, hole); 
to ~ through the air tomber dans le vide; 

to ~ to the floor ou to the ground tomber par terre; 
to ~ on the floor tomber par terre; 

http://www.wordreference.com/
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/notes/seasons
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2. (drop) (quality, standard, level) diminuer; 

(temperature, price, production, number, attendance, morale) baisser; 
to ~ (by) baisser de; 

to ~ to descendre à; 
to ~ from descendre de; 

to ~ below zero/5% descendre au-dessous de zéro/5%; 

3. (yield position) tomber; 
to ~ from power tomber; 

to ~ to tomber aux mains de (enemy, allies); 
the seat fell to Labour le siège a été perdu au profit des travaillistes; 

IDIOMS: 

did he ~ or was he pushed? hum est-ce qu'il est parti de lui-même ou est-ce qu'on l'a forcé?; 
the bigger you are ou the higher you climb, the harder you ~ plus dure sera la chute; 

to stand or ~ on sth reposer sur qch, dépendre de qch. 
fall about (familier) GB: 
to ~ about (laughing ou with laughter) se tordre (familier) de rire. 
fall apart 
(bike, table) être délabré; 
(shoes) être usé; 

(car, house, hotel) tomber en ruine; 
(country) se désagréger. 
 

There is definitely a lot of information to sift through, so let’s take a closer look at some of these 

options: 

 

I’m not sure that ‘chute’ is quite the word we’re looking for in this context, but let’s keep 

reading: 
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My sentence is looking for a word that means ‘to fall down’, but not necessarily to ‘fall from’ 

something (ie a platform, or grace). What other information is given in the description? 

 

So, I see clearly that this word for ‘fall’ is a noun, but in my sentence I need more the action of 

falling, so a verb would probably work best.  

 

Now, can I just use ‘tomber’ or should I choose an expression or preposition? This is up to what 

you want to say! How specific do you need to be? 

Here are some idioms provided: 

 

 There is also a discussion forum available for questions about idiomatic expressions. 

The options are even wider than this, but based on the description above of verbs, nouns, and 

phrases, you now know that you need the verb « tomber » to complete your sentence. 

More importantly, now that you know you’re using a verb, do you need to conjugate it? How? 
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Since I already have the verb ‘aller’ conjugated in my sentence, I am going to keep the infinitive, 

or full, form of the verb ‘tomber’ : 

« J’allais tomber./ J’allais tomber par terre. » 

 For any dictionary usage, one must fully understand the meaning of the word or phrase 

for which they are looking. To use the above example, knowing that you want to say “to 

fall” as in “to trip and fall down”, you know that you will use the action verb “tomber” 

versus the noun “Fall” (l’automne), as in the season.  

 


